Federation in Moderation

A Department of Science and Technology that would develop support for neglected areas of research but that would not disturb areas of research now being successfully pursued has been urged publicly on several occasions by Lloyd V. Berkner, president of Associated Universities, Inc. The scientific community, in general, has opposed a cabinet-level administration for science, in part because of the fear that the attempt to straighten out organization lines might seriously disrupt current scientific activities. By seeking ways of gaining leadership in scientific areas where other nations now surpass us, rather than stressing organizational elegance, Berkner attempts to meet this objection.

One aim of the proposed department—and it seems to us that in the long run this aim would prove to be the most important one—is to bring into focus government responsibility for developing certain new scientific areas of importance to the nation. The new areas would be those that employ expensive equipment, that require a coordinated effort by many people, and that do not fit readily into existing agencies. The 10-year program in oceanography recently proposed by a committee of the National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council might be developed by a division of the new department. Administrative arrangements for the new activities would be made, at least in part, through national laboratories—that is, laboratories supported but not operated by government agencies. Brookhaven National Laboratory, which is supported by the Atomic Energy Commission but operated by Associated Universities, Inc., might be taken as a model.

A second aim of the proposed move is to bring under central direction existing agencies that because of present organizational difficulties are not discharging their responsibilities with desirable vigor. Lack of full development of a field of research might occur because a bureau has no special relation to the task of the department in which it is located and thus finds it difficult to attract supporting funds. Development of a field of research might also be hampered because related scientific activities are divided among several departments. According to Berkner, the existing agencies that might with profit be brought into the proposed department include the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Hydrographic Office, the Geological Survey, the Weather Bureau, and the National Bureau of Standards.

Although some present scientific agencies in the Government would be transferred to the proposed department, other agencies would not be disturbed. A research and development program that is closely related to the task of the department in which it is located would not be transferred. The Department of Defense, for example, would keep its Office of Defense Research and Engineering. And independent agencies that are of good size and of specialized function would not be transferred since they might deflect attention from the new activities that the proposed department is designed to develop. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, for example, would retain its independence.

Although there may still be room for disagreement about the inclusion in the proposed department of this or that scientific activity, or even about creating a new department, many observers probably will laud the effort to devise a plan that by and large attempts to supplement rather than supplant present administrative arrangements. And observers who have opposed previous plans for a Department of Science and Technology probably will agree that new proposals should be considered on their own merits.—J.T.
Model 230 Automatic Fraction Collector utilizes the accurate drop-counting method of fraction cutting to provide precise volume measurement and clean separations. Mixing, contamination and evaporation are precluded by avoiding the use of intermediate collecting vessels, glass arms and funnels. Drops are counted as they fall from the column directly into the collecting tubes.

Ease of operation and a high degree of reliability have been attained by not using complicated mechanisms or complex indexing systems. The overall result is high quality performance at moderate cost.

Request full information. Ask for bulletin 230.
New instruments for infusion and retracting of liquids

FOR GENERAL APPLICATION

Here is an economical and convenient means for delivering small quantities of liquids at accurately controlled rates.

A threaded shaft, carrying a syringe holder and a pusher, is mounted in place of the regular drum spindle and rotated in the same manner. Syringes are clamped in place, or released by turning a single thumbscrew. The unit is designed to be attached to, and driven by, our Bird Kymograph #70-060. This propeller may be used with equal facility on our older model (four-speed kymograph).

Since any Luer syringe, from 5 ml. to 50 ml. capacity may be used, and since the kymograph drive provides a choice of five speeds, a wide range of delivery rates is available, as indicated in the following table.

This instrument has clinical applications in anaesthesia, surgery, gynecology, radiology and neuropsychiatry. It is particularly useful for administering small volumes of injectable drugs which are to be given over a period of time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syringe Capacity</th>
<th>No. 1</th>
<th>No. 2</th>
<th>No. 3</th>
<th>No. 4</th>
<th>No. 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.0046</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.0059</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.148</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>.0118</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>.0157</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approximate Delivery Rates in Milliliters per minute

Syringe Retractor

Similar to the Bird Syringe Driver, (Catalogue No. 71-0499), but is designed for withdrawing samples of blood (or other liquids) at accurately controlled rates.

71-04992—Syringe Retractor and Kymograph (less drum and drum shaft) and without syringe.

71-04991—Syringe Retractor, complete with change-gears.

New—a low cost neutron generator

Facts and Features:

Output up to 10^10 neutrons/sec continuous. Remote Operation, Mobile, No special building facilities required. Easily operated and maintained.

Designed for . . .

- Activation Analysis
- Neutron Scattering and Nuclear Reaction Research
- Radiation damage studies
- Biological Studies
- Training of Nuclear Scientists
- Instrument calibration
- Well Logging Research
- Model 100-1 pictured at left, complete with targets and installed, $20,000. F.O.B. Austin.

For further information, write:

TEXAS NUCLEAR CORPORATION
P. O. BOX 9267 • AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
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New Eldorado SC 700 Decimal Scaler with
better than 1 microsecond resolution

Designed for general radiation counting, Eldorado's compact new SC700 Decimal Scaler provides high performance at a budget price, $595.

FEATURES
- Small Size — 3½” panel height, weighs only 16 pounds.
- 25 Millivolt Sensitivity
- Seven Decades of Count Storage
- Calibrated Input Amplifier
- Precision Integral Discriminator
- Building Block Construction
- Built-in Test Circuit
- Provision for External Timer

For complete technical information, please address Dept. S3.

See our exhibit at the Atom Fair, Cleveland, April 5-10 Booth 811

Eldorado Electronics
2821 Tenth St. • BERKELEY 10, CALIF.
Phone 1-4613


Physical Metallurgy
Thomas A. Read, chairman
Robert L. Fullman, vice chairman
Phase Transformations
NEW

MICRO-PROJECTION VIEWSCOPE

Fits ANY microscope with a monocular tube

- Invaluable aid in teaching and research in every field in which the microscope is used.
- 5" diameter Fresnel Lens viewing screen.
- Unique prism system produces brilliant and clearly defined images.
- Permits convenient observation and analysis of every detail of specimen without eyestrain.
- Unique prism system produces brilliant and clearly defined images.
- Simple to operate! Eliminates inconvenient and time-consuming set-ups connected with ordinary projectors.
- Available in Ivory or Black finish.

For complete specifications and prices, write
WILLIAM J. HACKER & CO., INC.
82 Beaver Street, New York 5, N.Y.  B0wling Green 9-8750

GORDON RESEARCH CONFERENCES

Request for Application Forms

To: W. George Parks, Director
Gordon Research Conferences
Department of Chemistry
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, R.I.

Please send me application forms for attendance at the Gordon Research Conference on

Name
Address
City
State
Zone

EC401 ELECTROPHORESIS APPARATUS

For either PAPER or STARCH ELECTROPHORESIS
Three separate cells in one.
Write for complete information.

E-C APPARATUS COMPANY
538 WALNUT LANE, SWARTHMORE, PENNA.

Accurate Discharge of Radiochemical Liquids...

HAMILTON MINIATURE DELIVERY SYRINGES

Now, accurate liquid discharges may be made in the range of 0.10 to 0.001 cc by direct reading with Hamilton Miniature Delivery Syringes. Here are important Hamilton Miniature Syringe features:

- 0.05 cc and 0.10 cc models
- Tested for leakage at 150 psi
- Precision bore glass
- Stainless steel plungers
- Glass body shields P15

Also available with concentric cemented needles
Order direct, or write for literature and prices today!

THE HAMILTON COMPANY
1134 Whitley Street, Whittier, California
DEPARTMENT K
A Complete Line of Precision, Radiochemical Handling Equipment

Nuclear Chemistry
Morris L. Perlman, chairman
John O. Rasmussen, vice chairman

Solid State Studies in Ceramics
W. D. Kingery, chairman
9 July. G. R. Eusner, “Mechanical properties of basic brick”; W. J. Young, “Research studies on art forgeries.”

Chemistry, Physiology, and Structure of Bones and Teeth
W. D. Armstrong, chairman
B. B. Migicovsky, vice chairman
14 July. F. G. Evans, “The relation of the microscopic structure of bone to its strength characteristics and other physical properties”; H. Hollingshaus, “Mechanical properties of bone from radium-

GIVE THIS INGENIOUS MACHINE TOOL JUST SIXTEEN INCHES AND YOU'VE GOT IT MADE!

UNIMAT MANUFACTURERS developing new products find Unimat indispensable in the mock-up shop. No need to waste big, expensive-to-run machinery on tooling small parts. ENGINEERS AND DESIGNERS supplement their sketches and blueprints with machined-to-scale models anybody can "read." TECHNICIANS in research labs turn out machine work with amazingly small tolerances, down to .0004-of-an-inch! Hundreds* of efficiency-minded companies, hospitals and government agencies are now putting their UNIMATS to a thousand-and-one-uses; let us tell you how they can serve you.


*To mention a few: Atom Products Division of GE, U.S. Naval Research, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Westinghouse, Pratt & Whitney, Raytheon, N.Y.U.-Bellevue Medical Center, Sandia Corp., Smithsonian Institute, General Motors

Write for illustrated literature and price list
AMERICAN-EDELSTAAL UNIMAT DIV.
Dept. No. A.C. • 350 Broadway • N. Y. 13, N. Y.
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Cell Structure and Metabolism
A. K. Solomon, chairman
Alan J. Hodge, vice chairman

Biological Membranes

20 July. Structure and cellular aspects of membranes: George E. Palade; Heinz Holter; Manfred L. Karnovsky.

21 July. Molecular architecture of the membranes: F. O. Schmitt; J. B. Finean; W. Stoeckenius; J. Lawrence Oncley; J. D. Robertson.


23 July. Physics and chemistry of membranes: George Scatchard; Torsten Teorell; R. Schlögl; Theodore Shedlovsky.

24 July. Metabolic functions of membranes: Albert L. Lehninger; Eric G. Ball; Philip Siekevitz.

A grant from the Muscular Dystrophy Associations of America and the Muscular Dystrophy Association of Canada has provided support for the travel of the foreign scientists.

Chemistry at Interfaces

Norman Hackerman, chairman
Herman E. Ries, vice chairman


get light to the point with an EdnaLite Projection Pointer

There is no better way to make your point visually in a lecture, meeting, classroom or other form of group gathering than with an EdnaLite Electric Projection Pointer. Projects a sharp, concise arrow to fix your audience's attention on the point you are discussing. Lightweight and air-cooled for continuous hand use. Operates on standard 115-volt A.C. Accepts standard colored contrast filters. U. L. approved. Write for descriptive leaflet S-36.

FREE 10-DAY, MONEY-BACK TRIAL!

$59.50 complete with case, f.o.b. Peekskill, N.Y.

THE EDNALITE OPTICAL CO., INC., 200 N. WATER ST., PEEKSKILL, N. Y.

the Ultra-Compact 20-inch GME-LARDY WARBURG continuously variable

Model WB-4

MIDDLETON, WIS.
On Madison's West Beltline Highway

TARING
BOWLS, PANS, CONTAINERS OR SCOOPS IS SO EASY

on a modern METTLER precision scale

All Mettler precision scales can be supplied with this built-in taring device. It makes these modern instruments the most versatile, practical and convenient scales available today to plant and laboratory.

In addition to the standard calibration in grams, many types can now be supplied with calibration in pounds and ounces, pounds and decimals, grains, pennyweights or assay-tons.

Write today for the complete file on the modern METTLER line of balances and scales.

MARTIN INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
BOX 242, HIGHTSTOWN, NEW JERSEY
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Advances in Biological and Medical Physics

Edited by C. A. TOBIAS and J. H. LAWRENCE

VOLUME VI, February 1959, 639 pp., illus., $16.50

CONTENTS:

RICHARD P. DURBIN, Peter F. CURBAN, and A. K. SOLOMON, Ion and Water Transport in Stomach and Intestine—(pp. 1-36)
Erik ZEUTHEN, Artificial and Induced Periodicity in Living Cells—(pp. 37-73)
HERBERT MARCOVICI and RAYMOND LATAJET, Radiobiological Aspects of the Induction of Lysogenic Bacteria to ProducePhage with X-Ray, Gamma-Ray, and Ultraviolet Radiations—(pp. 75-94)
Bo THORELL, Cell Studies with Microspectrography—(pp. 95-119)
O. C. A. SCOTT, Some Aspects of the Effect of Ionizing Radiation on Tumors in Experimental Animals—(pp. 121-173)
CHARLES L. DUNHAM, Fallout from Nuclear Weapons Tests—(pp. 175-199)
B. JACOBSON and R. STUART MACKAY, Radiological Contrast Enhancing Methods—(pp. 201-261)
W. H. FREYGANG, JR. and LOUIS SOKOLOFF, Quantitative Measurement of Regional Circulation in the Central Nervous System by the Use of Radioactive Inert Gas—(pp. 261-279)
WILLIAM J. FAY, Intense Ultrasound in Investigations of the Central Nervous System—(pp. 281-348)
SOLOMON A. BERSON and ROSALYN S. YALOW, Isotopic Tracers in the Study of Diabetes—(pp. 349-410)
E. PETER GERDUSCHEK and ALFRED HOLZER, Application of Light Scattering to Biological Systems: Deoxyribonucleic Acid and the Muscle Protein—(pp. 411-551)
PAUL HOWARD-FLANDERS, Physical and Chemical Mechanisms in the Injury of Cells by Ionizing Radiations—(pp. 553-603)

AUTHOR INDEX—SUBJECT INDEX—(pp. 605-619).

VOLUME V

1957, 488 pp., illus., $12.00

CONTENTS:

POWER B. SOGO and BERT M. TOLBERT, Nuclear and Electron Paramagnetic Resonance and Its Application to Biology—(pp. 1-35)
RICHARD SETLOW, Action Spectroscopy—(pp. 37-74)
THEODORE T. PUCK, The Genetics of Somatic Mammalian Cells—(pp. 75-101)
RAYMOND E. ZIRKLE, Partial-Cell Irradiation—(pp. 103-146)
HERMAN P. SCHWAN, Electrical Properties of Tissue and Cell Suspensions—(pp. 147-209)
ALBERT ROSE, Quantum Effects in Human Vision—(pp. 211-242)
V. K. ZWORYKIN, Television Techniques in Biology and Medicine—(pp. 243-283)
WILLIAM F. BALE and IRVING L. SPAR, Studies Directed Toward the Use of Antibodies as Carriers of Radioactivity for Therapy—(pp. 285-316)
MAX W. BROS, Studies on Exogenous Cholesterol Metabolism in Human Atherosclerosis with the Aid of Isotopes—(pp. 317-384)

AUTHOR INDEX—SUBJECT INDEX—(pp. 459-488).

Previously published:

Vol. I, 1948, 484 pp., illus., $12.00
Vol. II, 1951, 348 pp., illus., $10.00
Vol. III, 1953, 368 pp., illus., $10.00
Vol. IV, 1956, 356 pp., illus., $10.00

Detailed leaflets available upon request

ACADEMIC PRESS

New York and London

111 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, N.Y.

40 Pall Mall, London, S.W.1
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Toxicology and Safety Evaluations
Don D. Irish, chairman
David W. Fassett, vice chairman

Chemistry and Physics of Metals
George H. Vineyard, chairman Warren DeSorbo, vice chairman
Lattice Dynamics

Photonuclear Reactions
Peter Axel and
A. O. Hanson, cochairmen
Molten Salts
B. R. Sundheim, chairman
Dieter Gruen, vice chairman

Forthcoming Events

April
2–4. Marine Biology, 20th annual, Corvallis, Ore. (J. E. McCaulley, Dept. of Zoology, Oregon State College, Corvallis.)
6–7. Chemical and Petroleum Instrumentation, 2nd natl. symp., St. Louis, Mo. (H. S. Kindler, Director of Technical and Educational Services, ISA, 515 Sixth Ave., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.)
6–9. American Acad. of General Practice, San Francisco, Calif. (M. F. Cahal, Volker Blvd. at Brookside, Kansas City 16, Mo.)
8. Evolution of Cell Populations, conf. (by invitation), Atlantic City, N.J. (D. C. Hetherington, Dept. of Anatomy, Duke Univ. School of Medicine, Durham, N.C.)
8–9. Tissue Culture Assoc., 10th annual, Atlantic City, N.J. (D. C. Hetherington, Dept. of Anatomy, Duke Univ. School of Medicine, Durham, N.C.)
10–16. Mental Health, 2nd Caribbean conf., St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. (Mrs. E. L. M. Shulterbrandt, Bureau of Mental Health, St. Thomas, V.1.)
13–17. American Soc. for Artificial Internal Organs, Atlantic City, N.J. (C. K. Kirby, ASAIO, 110 Maloney Bldg., University Hospital, 5600 Spruce St., Philadelphia 4, Pa.)
12–15. Neurosurgery, 8th Latin American congr., Santiago, Chile. (A. Asenjo G., Casilla 70-D, Santiago, Chile.)
13–17. American Assoc. of Immunology,

Millipore BRIEF/247
Colorimetric Determination of Siliceous Atmospheric Contaminants.
Particulate silica and silicates are collected on membrane filters, dissolved in hydrofluoric acid, and determined colorimetrically as yellow silicicodextrin or as molybdophosphoric acid after reduction with 1-amino-2-naphthol-4-sulfonic acid. The dual sensitivity obtained by the use of the two colors permits accurate analyses in the relatively large range of 1 microgram to 2.5 milligrams without the necessity of taking aliquot. The small air volumes required are easily sampled with hand-operated equipment.
Talvitie, N. A. and Hyslop, Frances

Millipore BRIEF/254
Exfoliated Cytology of the Urinary Tract: A New Approach with Reference to the Isolation of Cancer Cells and the Preparation of Slides for Study.
A new Millipore filter technique for the retention of cells to be stained by hematoxylin and eosin, and Papanicolaou and other staining methods has been reported. This new technique eliminates the unsatisfactory smears due to lack and loss of cells in urine tract exfoliated cytology which previously have been reported as high as 58 per cent in proved cases of exfoliating cancer of the bladder, ureter or renal pelvis.
Salaman, C., Amler, R., Hyman, R. M., Chabien, R., and Europe, D. I.
The Journal of Urology, 80(3):377-381, Mar., 1958

Millipore BRIEF/249
Axonal Regeneration in the Transected Adult Feline Spinal Cord.
A readily reproducible technique has been evolved for obtaining orderly linear, axonal regeneration across transaction gaps in the adult feline spinal cord. The results of this study largely parallel the pattern of regeneration obtained in previous research with peripheral nerves in which a woven nylon tube impregnated with porous Millipore filter material is used to encase the stumps of severed nerves to provide a scaffold for growth of cells and axons.
Campbell, J. R., Bassett, C. A. L., Hudy, J., and Naback, C. R.

How can the Millipore filter help you?
A unique scientific and industrial tool, the Millipore Filter has revolutionized many analytical techniques and made possible large scale microfiltration to previously unobtainable standards of cleanliness.
If the removal of small particles from liquids and gases is significant in your work, send for complete information on how you will benefit from using the Millipore Filter.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MILLIPORE FILTER
• 20 million capillary pores of precise size per sq. cm. of surface area.
• Absolute surface retention of all particles larger than 0.45 micron.
• Pores are 99 per cent filter volume, permitting high flow rates.
• Heat and chemical resistance characteristics typical of esters of cellulose.
• Filter becomes completely transparent for microcopy by applying immersion oil.
• Ten porosity grades from 0.01 μm to 5.0 μm.

Attach This to Your Letterhead
Send catalog, price list and technical bibliography. My principal fields of interest are:
[ ] sign your name and mail to MILLIPORE FILTER CORPORATION
Dept. S, Bedford, Massachusetts
ANOTHER PROCEDURE MADE RELATIVELY SIMPLE

FLUOROMETER

The Farrand Photoelectric Fluorometer simplifies techniques and assures precise performance in fluorometric assay.

The instrument is designed to render linear response and stability over a wide range of sensitivities for measurements of extremely low concentrations in micro or macro volumes.

Used by leading scientists throughout the world.

BULLETIN NO. 803R, with list of users, sent upon request.

FARRAND OPTICAL CO., INC.
Bronx Boulevard and East 238th Street, New York 70, N. Y.

ULTRATHERM

A complete line of the most MODERN temperature controllers • Range from −60° to 300°C. Accuracy ± .01°C.

ULTRATHERM units come completely self contained requiring no glass or other usually poorly insulated containers; or as suspension models specially dimensioned for existing baths, large or small.

ULTRATHERM controls are all electronic for long, trouble free service. Temperature regulation by famous JUMO contact thermometers easy to adjust, long-lasting.

ULTRATHERM prices are reasonable:
Model F $290.
Model N $430.
Model EC $200.

For literature and name of nearest distributor contact Brinkmann at address below.

Request an ULTRATHERM for 2 weeks FREE TRIAL

BRINKMANN INSTRUMENTS INC., 115 CUTTER MILL RD., GREAT NECK, N. Y.
SALES OFFICES IN PHILADELPHIA, CLEVELAND, HOUSTON
Best Answers from METALAB

You are planning recommendations for new laboratory equipment and furniture. You need catalogs, latest designs and prices.

You need equipment to add to present facilities, and are seeking competent advice and help on installation and engineering aspects.

You know what you want, have the space for it, but are faced with the question of cost. Can you manage it within the budget?

There is a best answer to your laboratory problem. METALAB advisory, planning and engineering services covering budgets, design, materials, space and time are yours without obligation.

For prompt, best answers to many of your questions, write or call for the new METALAB catalog containing helpful ideas and information on laboratory planning and modernization.

Sales Representatives throughout the nation. Please consult your local telephone directory.
In the Laboratory . . . where optical quality counts . . . the trend is to UNITRON Microscopes

UNITRON offers an extensive line of Laboratory Microscopes & Accessories for Research, Industry and Education. Illustrated is a partial selection for biology, medicine, chemistry and related fields. UNITRON also has companion instruments for the metalworking industries.

Noted for optical quality . . . advanced optical and mechanical design . . . unique and convenient operational features . . . long wearing construction . . . attractive budget prices which include basic optics . . . these, together with years of proven instrument performance, are the reasons why . . .

THE TREND IS TO UNITRON!
Equipment

The information reported here is obtained from manufacturers and from other sources considered to be reliable, and it reflects the claims of the manufacturer or other source. Neither Science nor the writer assumes responsibility for the accuracy of the information. A coupon for use in making inquiries concerning the items listed is included in the postcard insert.

- **Voltage Reference** combines a temperature-compensated Zener diode and an amplifying transistor. Combined temperature coefficient may be as low as 0.002 percent/°C over the range −55°C to +100°C. (Transitron Electronic Corp., Dept. 663)

- **Magnetron Test Kit** can be used in the field to test both X- and C-band, 100- and 400-W magnetrons. The portable unit measures 22 by 15 by 19 in. A power meter and a spectrum analyzer are optional accessories. (Bomac Laboratories, Inc., Dept. 664)

- **Frequency Standards** for the range 200 to 10,000 c/s are dynamically balanced electromechanical resonators designed to function without frequency or amplitude modulation in severe environments. Accuracy is ±0.01 percent. All circuitry is transistorized. (Gyrex Corp., Dept. 660)

- **Black-Body Reference** is a controlled source of infrared radiation. The instrument is constructed as two separate units, a source and a controller. The controller is a closed-loop servo system that maintains the temperature of the source by proportional control. Temperature range is 200° to 600°C. Temperature stability is ±1.5°C for ambient variations from 16° to 38°C and line-voltage variations from 105 to 125 v. The black body consists of an accurate aperture plate behind which is a pure silver core with a conically shaped radiating cavity. The cavity is coated with a black finish of emissivity approaching unity. Cosine radiation distribution is achieved over a 20-deg field for standard apertures 0.040 and 0.015 in. in diameter. (Perkin-Elmer Corp., Dept. 667)

- **Power Generator** for 400-c/s power is an integral unit consisting of a motor, inductor alternator, and regulating equipment. Power ratings from 1.5 to 10 kw and a variety of output voltages are available. Voltage is regulated to ±3 percent; ±1 percent regulation can be obtained. Driving motors can be supplied for voltage and phases required by the application. (Safety Industries, Inc., Dept. 668)

- **Barostat** operates on dead-weight principle to achieve reproducibility said to be approximately ±0.005 in.-Hg. Weights loaded on a pan are supported.
by the regulated pressure in a bellows. Another evacuated bellows eliminates atmospheric pressure. When the force due to the pressure exceeds that of the suspended weights, the supporting plate actuates a valve leading to a vacuum pump. Weights are added and removed by an electrically operated cable lift. The change from atmospheric pressure to 3.44 in-Hg, corresponding to 50,000-ft altitude, can be accomplished in 30 sec. (National Instrument Laboratories, Inc., Dept. 669)

**MAGNETIC-TAPE-EQUIPMENT TEST SET** permits frequency-response measurements of amplifiers; measurement of magnetic-head record and bias current and amplifier input-output levels; calibration of FM record amplifiers; setting up of pulse-density mode recording and equalization of analog reproduce amplifiers. The set includes volt-ohm-milliammeter, audio oscillator, vacuum-tube voltmeter, oscilloscope, and voice amplifier. A patch panel permits various circuit arrangements. (Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., Dept. 671)

**GALVANOMETER MASK** consists of a block holding adjustable blades that can be lowered to interrupt light from any galvanometers in a multichannel oscillograph. The mask will withstand accelerations in excess of those for which the oscillograph is designed. Up to 52 channels can be masked. (L-W Photo Products, Dept. 673)

**PRESSURE TESTER** balances air pressure against a known weight. Range is 0.20 to 15 lb/in.² without cylinder or piston change. Increments of 0.1 lb/in.² can be set. Accuracy is ±0.05 percent of full scale. A self-contained source supplies filtered compressed air; an external source may also be used. (Dynametrics Corp., Dept. 675)

**AMPLITUDE MODULATOR** provides 100-percent modulation over the range from d-c to 1000 Mcy/sec. Modulation frequency range is 15 cy to 15 kcy/sec. Percentage modulation is continuously variable. Radio-frequency input voltage is up to 2.0 v r.m.s. Input impedance is 50 ohm. Drift is not more than 5 cy/sec in 5 min at normal operating temperature. The modulator is transistorized and powered by mercury batteries. (Kay Electric Co., Dept. 670)

**OXYGEN ANALYZER** is improved by the addition of automatic calibration at predetermined intervals. The calibrator operates with a mixture of gases in which the oxygen content is known within ± 0.1 percent. Calibration frequency can be set for 2-, 4-, 6-, 8-, or 12-hr intervals. The calibrator operates for about 5 min; during this period several adjustments may...
be made to position pointers correctly. Use of the automatic calibrator is said to eliminate need for thermostating. The instrument may be used in hazardous locations. (Mine Safety Appliance Co., Dept. 672)

- R-I-E METER measures current, resistance, and voltage. Resistance range is $2 \times 10^2$ to $2 \times 10^8$ megohm with limits of error between $\pm 1.7$ and $\pm 6$ percent of reading. Current range is $10^{-11}$ to $5 \times 10^{-4}$ amp with error limits from $\pm 1.5$ to $\pm 3$ percent of full scale. Voltage range is 0.005 to 500 v with error limits between $\pm 0.5$ to $\pm 3$ percent of full scale. A self-contained power pack supplies either 10 or 100 v. (Leeds and Northrup Co., Dept. 676)

- POWER SUPPLIES employ nickel-cadmium batteries maintained in a fully charged condition at all times by a constant-potential charger. The charger is designed to supply both the external constant load and the trickle charge current. High current peaks are permitted by the low internal resistance of the batteries. A 7 AH cell, for example, will deliver 75 amp. (Gulton Industries, Inc., Dept. 677)

- OSCILLATOR for the frequency range 0.01 cy to 11.2 kcy/sec uses analog-computer techniques to produce two-phase oscillations. The 360-deg phase shift required for oscillation is achieved by two integrating circuits, each providing a phase shift of 90 deg, and a sign changer circuit. Two outputs 90 deg apart, taken from the integrator circuits, are available at a level of 10 v. Both outputs are directly coupled. Output is constant within $\pm 1$ db over the stated range. (Muirhead & Co., Dept. 678)

- IMPACT SWITCH possesses a controllable time limit range from 90 to 200 usec from time of initial impact. Operating temperature range is $-80^\circ$ to $+185^\circ$F. For applications involving radar, the device can be supplied with 95-percent nonmetallic construction materials. (Servonics Engineering Services Co., Inc., Dept. 679)

- SOLVENTS for chromatography are certified to have mol-percent purity greater than 99 percent. Acetone, benzene, carbon tetrachloride, methyl alcohol, and methylene chloride are available. (Fisher Scientific Co., Dept. 681)

- DRY-AIR SUPPLY features automatic self-reactivation. Discharge air is supplied at pressure of 30 lb/in.$^2$ and at flow rates to 4 ft$^3$/min. Dew point is stated to be $-100^\circ$F. (Wells Industries Corp., Dept. 683)
COUNTERCURRENT FRACTIONATOR
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GYROTOORY SHAKER

A powerful, maintenance-free, rotary action shaker, precision-built to provide gentle to vigorous agitation for sustained periods.
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FOR EXPLORING MICROWAVE OPTICS...
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MICRO-WAVE APPARATUS
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tems standpoint, particularly employing even the simpler concepts of feed-back theory, he finds himself tending toward teleological expressions, because they are far more accurate and conservative of words than "mere" statement of relationship among "fundamental" variables. Feed-back systems are best discussed with transitive verbs.

In any case, where a closed chain of cause-effect relationships is known to exist, feed-back exists, by definition, and in living systems this feed-back is often both significant and of the correct sign to qualify as negative feed-back. All negative feed-back systems can properly be thought of as control systems, and all control systems operate to maintain their input signals at some "reference level." The reference level might be set where it is as a result of physical properties of the control-system components, or it might be determined by a signal entering the control system from outside it. This reference level is in all respects a goal for the system. The system will (within its limits of complexity) produce whatever outputs are required by the momentary environment to bring its input to this reference level.

In other words, one can say with clear meaning that the purpose of the system's behavior is to make its inputs approach some goal state. Many modern psychologists have unfortunately rejected this language for discussing behavior because it is teleological or "anthropomorphic," but one is here properly accused of speaking anthropomorphically only when he tries to describe the goal of a control system in terms appropriate to himself rather than to the control system. To make this clear, let us look at one of Bernatowicz' examples.

"There has to be some sort of mechanism for raising sap [in trees], and energy is lavishly expended in the process." The word lavishly aside, this is clearly a hypothesis that a control system exists. But the "goal" of the system has been expressed in the observer's, not the system's, terms: "raising sap" is one event that a human observer might notice, to be sure, but the plant can hardly be suspected of being directly sensitive to the height of the sap column. Rather, we might guess that the presence or absence of sap in critical portions of the tree affects biochemical processes, and some of the products of these processes may well be controlled variables for which specific "reference levels" are determined by the plant's physical properties.

The control system which maintains this kind of variable at a particular level does so by controlling the transfer of energy from storage into work or chemical synthesis; thus, it is quite appropriate to use the transitive verb expend.

Teleology and anthropomorphism were

---

(Continued from page 610)

Introducing the Donner 3400

A NEW Desktop Computer WITH CHOPPER STABILIZED AMPLIFIERS

Donner's new 3400 analog computer combines high accuracy, flexibility, and economy. From its inception, design philosophy dictated the creation of a computer whose performance compared favorably with larger and more expensive equipment.

A complete Model 3400 consists of 10 chopper stabilized amplifiers, built-in null voltmeter and cyclic reset generator, 5 initial condition power supplies and supporting control and metering circuitry. Price of the basic Model 3400 is $2,190. The Model 3430 Removable Problem Board sells for $95. The purchaser can buy either 0.1% or 1.0% passive plug-in computing components according to the requirements of his problems. Two or more 3400's can be slaved together and operated from any one computer. Standard companion non-linear equipment such as function generators, and multipliers is available for operation with the 3400.

Donner engineering representatives are located in principal areas throughout the western world. Your nearest representative will be happy to arrange a demonstration. For the name of your nearest representative and complete technical information on the new Donner 3400, please address Dept. 503.
properly rejected when scientists realized that they were projecting their own goals into the systems they were studying. Indeed, lacking the basic concept of feedback system, they could only study scientifically those systems in which "straight-through" space-time relationships were predominant. But when at last scientific thought began to develop in studies of living systems, the lesson had been learned too well, and what proved a crucial advance in the development of physics and chemistry may now turn out to have been in some ways a backward step in the life sciences. The rejection of teleology ultimately enabled students of behavior to develop reliable means for accumulating data, but it may have been that very step which so far has prevented the organization of those mountains of data into comprehensive theories, not only in psychology but in biology, biochemistry, medicine, sociology, and so forth.

If I have succeeded in communicating anything, I hope it is this: teleological concepts can be misused, but the ideas of purpose, goal, or directivity that they denote are both appropriate and proper when one speaks of control systems; I believe at the moment, along with many others, that feed-back control is a pervasive and fundamental feature of living systems. Perhaps it is time that at least the students of living creatures reconsider their goal of rejecting teleological concepts in toto. Perhaps in this way we might at last arrive at an "anthropomorphic" theory of human behavior.

WILLIAM T. POWERS
Veterans Administration Hospital, Chicago, Illinois

A. J. Bernatowicz says (page 1404), "To the beginner, the idea of natural law presupposes a lawgiver. . . ." Why only to a beginner? Beginner in what? I would say that into any clear thinker the idea of natural law presupposes a lawgiver.

And I fully intend the implication that anyone who succeeds in not drawing this conclusion is not a clear thinker.

ANTHONY STANDELN
Interscience Publishers, New York

Bernatowicz' rogues' gallery of teleologists may be augmented by one far more important than any he quotes: "What can be more curious than that the hand of man, formed for grasping, that of a mole for digging, the leg of a horse, the paddle of the porpoise, and the wing of the bat, should all be constructed on the same pattern . . . ." (1).

Not all of Bernatowicz' teleologists, animists, and anthropomorphists are villains. Some are ignorant and some merely careless. The author of my quo-
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From a microcosmic listening post the following ditty was picked up and recorded. There is uncertainty as to the author.

The Man and the Electron

Said A. J. B. to the electron,  
"It's getting damned hot under here!"
"Jump my boy," said the electron,  
"Your pants are beginning to sear."

Said A. J. B. to the electron,  
"I didn't mean to run into the man!"
"Take a hint from me," said the electron,  
"Keep out of crowds whenever you can."

Said A. J. B. to the electron,  
"Oh boy, look at the fem over there!"
"The attraction is mutual," said the electron,  
"Run meet her, then please disappear!"

Perry R. Stout  
Kearney Foundation of Soil Science,  
University of California, Berkeley

E. G. Boring asks whether I want the teacher of science never to depart from the language of science. Now, never is an absolute, and it is difficult indeed to subscribe to an absolute. I would prefer to say that, so long as he purports to communicate the scientists’ way of looking at the universe, the teacher of science would do well to avoid expressions inconsonant with that aim. Personally, I find it difficult to change as I move from classroom to luncheon table, and it seems dangerous to assume that the reverse change, between lunch and class, would be easier. It does not follow that avoiding teleology betrays a belief “that the scientific view of the world is the true view” (whatever “true view” may mean). Teachers of other disciplines present their views of the world and the “truth”; each contributes to a liberal education, and I would not dilute the contribution of the science teacher by conceding that his approach need not be thoroughly disciplined. This does not imply the superiority of one intellectual discipline over another.

We are agreed that language should be used with wisdom, good judgment, delicacy, and urbanity, but I do not see that precision and rigor are incompatible with these requirements. Unlike Boring, I am not confident that “scientific context” will develop proper attitudes irrespective of the choice of words. The modes of thought instilled in the student are, I maintain, due to the words. Schrödinger [What Is Life? and Other Scientific Essays (Doubleday, Garden City, N.Y., 1944)]
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RADIOACTIVITY AT WORK...#1

Our business is radioactivity—applying it, measuring it, protecting against it

Since our business might have bearing on yours, this is the first in a series of reports on work we’re doing for a variety of clients, not only in the nuclear industry but in such diverse fields as chemicals, petroleum, pharmaceuticals, medicine, steel and coal.

Nuclear reactor developers and operators call on us for such services as analysis of reactor fuels, decontamination studies, and the development of data relating to the production of atomic power.

Research people and industrialists in all fields draw upon our specialized skills and equipment for applying the phenomena of radioactivity to improving processes and for highly complex studies which were not possible with “yesterday’s” techniques.

So many people these days are curious about the possibilities of applied radioactivity, we thought you might be interested in reading about some of our current projects.

ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY SURVEYS

Since we started in business, one of our important activities has been conducting site surveys for operators of nuclear reactors. These studies are undertaken prior to start-up to determine the level of “background” radioactivity in the area surrounding the reactor.

This then provides a basis for measuring any increase in radioactivity after the reactor is in operation. Environmental radioactivity studies are required. Such studies should also be made on a continuing basis not only for safety’s sake but to provide “third party” legal protection against lawsuits and insurance claims.

In conducting a site survey, NSEC takes samples from the surrounding area. These may be soil, ground water, plants, animals, fish, rainwater, dust, sewage or other materials. We consider carefully the nature of the facility, the terrain, direction of air movement, surface and ground water flow. The samples are processed and analyzed in our labs. We are then able to establish the radioactivity level, the kinds of isotopes producing it, and the possible sources of these isotopes.

NSEC has conducted more site surveys of nuclear facilities than any other company in the United States. For information on environmental radioactivity surveys of your nuclear site, phone us at 800-2400 in Pittsburgh. We can either conduct the survey for you, or train your personnel on proper procedures.

PREVENTING BEACH POLLUTION

Recently, in the largest radioactive tracer study ever conducted in the United States, NSEC successfully traced the dispersion of sewage effluent flowing into ocean waters. Our study helped the City of Los Angeles in planning expansion of its sewage system.

First we injected the isotope scandium-46 into sewage about to be released into Santa Monica Bay. This enabled us to measure the pattern of sewage diffusion and its dilution in sea water to one part in ten thousand.

Write for a copy of “Radioactive Tracer Study of Sewage Field in Santa Monica Bay” by Dr. Ralph L. Ely, Jr. (He’s our Vice President and Technical Director.) Or ask about our forthcoming study for the Republic of Venezuela, in which we will investigate littoral drift, using radioactive sand, to determine the feasibility of a certain harbor location.

RADIATION SICKNESS

It’s common knowledge that excessive radiation produces harmful effects in human beings, ranging from mild nausea or skin burns to cancer and death. Recent experiments under the direction of Dr. A. Edelmann, Manager of our Department of Biology and Medicine, have indicated that radiation can also produce a toxic factor which appears in the blood. Analysis of the blood of rats subjected to X-rays under varying conditions not only indicates that a toxic element is produced but that it may be transferred by injection from one animal to another.

When and if this toxic substance is identified, it may be possible to devise an antidote to alleviate some of the effects of atomic radiation. Medical and pharmaceutical applications of controlled radioactivity open up entirely new means of studying existing problems. Contact Dr. Edelmann about your problem.

DETERMINATION OF BORON IN SILICON

A major problem plaguing the electronics industry is achieving ultra-pure silicon for transistors. Current methods are slow and costly, but effective. Nevertheless, boron still remains as a damaging impurity even in minute quantities of only a few parts per billion. Ordinary chemical methods cannot detect the presence of boron in such small concentrations.

However, NSEC scientists are now perfecting a process by which the boron is transmuted into radioactive carbon-11 and subsequently measured by its radioactivity.

This new method of analysis will be helpful in the quality control of silicon during production. Once a routine method is established it will be offered on a commercial basis. Interested? Drop us a letter.

We’ll be glad to furnish detailed information on any of these studies. And if you’d like to keep abreast of new developments in the field, just ask us to put you on the mailing list for our monthly publication “Radioactivity at Work.”

Our expanding business requires additional qualified technical personnel. Interested? Submit resume to Personnel Manager.

Nuclear Science and Engineering Corporation
DEPT. N-1, P. O. BOX 10901, PITTSBURGH 36, PENNSYLVANIA

1956), p. 146] puts its very well: “In the inseparable union of speech and thought the primacy, rather paradoxically, rests with speech. When we hear the same words again and again pronounced with authority, we are apt to forget that they were originally meant as an abbreviation; we are induced to believe that they describe a reality.”

Between Powers and myself there seems to be no disagreement—we will not teach teleological thinking in those areas where we insist that teleology is to be avoided. If teleological thinking becomes fruitful in certain areas, we hope that teaching in those areas will become appropriately oriented. I suspect, however, that such teleology as he describes will need to be presented at a considerably more sophisticated level than the examples I cited.

As for natural laws and the presupposition of a lawgiver, I can do no more than expose my thinking. Briefly, and therefore with oversimplification, I consider a natural law as a generalization of our observations. As such, each presupposes a “law-stater,” hence Hooke’s law, Boyle’s law, and so on. The idea of a lawgiver has always seemed to me to derive from a mistaken analogy with juridical law. If, from the viewpoint of science, it is meaningful to presuppose a lawgiver of natural laws, I shall be grateful to hear the argument.

There seems to be no essential disagreement between my article and Simpson’s letter. Simpson feels that “teleonomy” is a valid orientation to biology and would defend such expressions; I offered no argument against any philosophy, be it teleology or teleonomy, that one may deliberately include in his teaching. But even if one’s convictions in favor of teleonomy led to banes such as I quoted, which way will the student bend—toward vitalism, naive teleology, and animism or toward teleonomy? Simpson thinks that the context from which some of my excerpts came would serve to controvert naive teleology and to inculcate teleonomy. Perhaps, but the naive, even primitive, attitudes I discover in students do not leave me optimistic.

Said Stout to the interphase nucleus, “I’m tired, I’ve been going all day.” And the nucleus warmly answered, “Me too; I’m fighting the hay!”

Perry Stout’s discovery of poetry (?) showing anthropomorphics wording at its ludicrous extreme is a device not unlike the idea I received from Julius Roth of the University of Chicago. Roth suggests cartoons, with quotations from texts as the captions. The possibilities are endless—at least until they reach an editor!

ALBERT J. BENATOWICZ
Department of Botany,
University of Hawaii, Honolulu
VECTOR SPACE
and its application in
crystal-structure investigation

By Martin J. Buerger, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Buerger reports fully on the increased importance of using vector space as a relatively easy solution of the phase problem normally encountered in the study of the arrangement of atoms in crystals. Whereas the subject is described only briefly in general works, this book is unique in that it deals exclusively with the theory of vector space and its application in crystallography. 1959. Approx. 350 pages. Prob. $17.50.

BIOPHYSICAL SCIENCE:
A Study Program

Planned and edited by J. L. Oncley, Harvard Medical School; F. O. Schmitt, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; R. C. Williams, University of California; M. D. Rosenberg and R. H. Bolt, both of the National Institutes of Health. With 49 contributors.

Based on the study Program in Biophysical Science, recently conducted by the National Institutes of Health, this book contains compact summaries of certain key problems in the field, relating the concepts and methods of physical science with those of life science in the investigation of biological problems. 1959. In Press.

IMMUNITY AND VIRUS INFECTION

Edited by Victor Najjar, M.D., Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. Contains latest research contributions in immunology and virology as presented at a symposium, held at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine and sponsored by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Inc. This research report stresses the problem of the immunology and epidemiology of poliomyelitis as influenced by killed and live virus vaccine. 1959. 262 pages. $10.50.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY


ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION


ASTRONOMY

By Theodore G. Mehlin, Williams College. This book makes the great sweep of Astronomy evident from the beginning. Chapters deal with instruments and light, the life story of a typical star, binary stars, and intrinsic variables. The author also presents a comprehensive picture of the metagalaxy and the solar system. 1959. Approx. 400 pages. Prob. $7.75.

LABORATORY MANUAL FOR
GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY
Fifth Edition

Compiled by George L. Peltier, Carl E. Georgi, and the late Lawrence F. Lindgren, all of the University of Nebraska. The 3rd and 4th editions of this book have been used in over 225 universities and colleges. The fifth edition features new questions at the end of each exercise; introduces new laboratory procedures in the exercises on flagella and the wet mount of bacteria; and includes a completely revised section on the microscope. 1959. In Press.

THE STRUCTURE OF
ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTIONS

Edited by Walter J. Hamer, National Bureau of Standards. Discusses the early history, background and recent contributions to the structure of electrolytic solutions. The material is based upon an international symposium conducted by the Electrochemical Society and co-sponsored by the National Science Foundation. 1959. Approx. 468 pages. Prob. $18.50.

PLANTS AND ENVIRONMENT:
A Textbook of Plant Autecology
Second Edition

By R. F. Daubenmire, State College of Washington. Revised and expanded to include atmospheric pollution by smog and hydrogen fluoride, evaluation of stoniness of the soil, significance of dew for plants, new concepts of evapotranspiration, shielding of precipitation gages, urban microclimate, and frost-churning of soil. The last three chapters (The Fire Factor, The Environmental Complex, and Ecologic Adaptation and Evolution) have no counterpart in other ecology texts. 1959. Approx. 425 pages. Prob. $7.00.

OUR MINERAL RESOURCES

By Charles M. Riley, Humble Oil and Refining Co., formerly of the University of Nebraska. Using a minimum amount of scientific terminology, the book surveys important theories and useful facts. 1959. Approx. 352 pages. Prob. $6.93.

Send for examination copies.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. 440 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.
Letters

Vertebrate Metamorphosis

Biological teaching in its manifold aspects emphasizes cyclical development in nature. In his article George Wald gives interesting details, supported by chemical evidence, of two opposed metamorphoses in fishes, one bringing a fish to maturity, the second one returning it to its natual environment [Science 128, 1481 (1958)]. He admits that in land vertebrates physiological changes of the second type do not take place but contends that the entry of a single representative cell, the spermatozoon, into the womb is an analogous event, leading to the completion of the life cycle of such animals in water.

This appears to be open to question. What I find far more objectionable, however, is his use of a Biblical quotation, which is cut short, obviously to lend support to his thesis. To Nicodemus' question as to how a man could be reborn, "can he enter the second time into his mother's womb, and be born? Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water ..." (this is where Wald leaves off). However, the sentence continues: "... and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God." Nobody who knows anything at all about Christian teaching would believe that Jesus is talking about physical rebirth. He is solely concerned with spiritual conversion.

To prevent misrepresentation of this kind in the future, I believe it would be wise for the editors of Science to check carefully on the accuracy of references from fields other than their own.

PAUL H. KOPPER

Biology Department,
Washburn University, Topeka, Kansas

Quantitative Gram Reaction

The semiquantitative evaluation of the Gram reaction reported by T. Mittwer (1) is based on applying small amounts of stained and iodinated suspensions of bacterial cells as spots to filter paper, as in paper chromatographic techniques. The resulting streaks of crystal violet are compared for length, as it is assumed that variation in length depends upon the degree of Gram staining behavior, the most Gram-positive species showing the longest streak.

In principle Mittwer's method appears to be a suitable one. However, his staining of bacteria with an overdiluted crystal violet solution (0.1 percent) reduces the relevance and reliability of his evaluation of the degree of Gram-positive behavior. This is especially so since, as Barbaro and Kennedy have conclusively demonstrated, an increase in dye concentration is accompanied by a differential dye uptake between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (2). These authors used 10-percent solutions of crystal violet in accordance with the recommended range (1 to 10 percent) of the Gram staining procedure (2). My model experiments also illustrate the fact that uptake of crystal violet by proteins can be substantially increased by raising the concentration of the dye. For example, in 10 minutes 1 mg of casein and 1 mg of iodinated casein take up 1.7 and 2.6 μg, respectively, of crystal violet from a Tris-buffered (pH 7.2) 10-4 M dye solution at 20°C; a sixfold increase in dye concentration raises the previous values to 4.2 and 7.2 μg, respectively. The data were obtained with the aid of a Perkin-Elmer Spectracord spectrophotometer at H2O = 595 mμ. If, however, we deal with bacteria rather than proteins, a suboptimal range of 0.1-percent in dye concentration must be considered. In and below that critical range the differential in crystal violet uptake between a Gram-positive and a Gram-negative organism ceases to exist (2).

Finally, it should be pointed out that a semimicro method for measuring the degree of Gram-positive staining behavior of bacteria and other biological material has been published (4). We used a concentration of 1-percent crystal violet and a chromatographic technique, separating the total amount of dye taken up by bacteria into compact spots; then the spots were eluted, and their dye content was quantitatively determined with a spectrophotometer.

ROLAND FISCHER
Ohio State University Health Center, Columbus Psychiatric Institute and Hospital, Columbus
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Roland Fischer's comment appears to be based upon my use of an "overdiluted" solution of crystal violet. It is true that an increase in dye concentration can be correlated with an increase in "dye uptake" by a constant amount of bacterial cell material, with the time of contact constant (1). However, no reduction in the reliability of my method should result from the use of 0.1-percent dye solution, since numerous tests had established the validity of this concentration in routine qualitative Gram differentiation. Such tests can be confirmed by anyone in a few minutes. In fact, a rather